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Mock Baliff's Judicial Handbook: Please go up. The Court of Markville is currently in session, the Honourable Judge presides. Judge: (for Baliff) What is today's case? Baliff: Today's case - Crown v. Prime Minister: Is the prosecution ready? Is the defense ready? Lawyers: Yes, your honor (always says your honor when talking to the judge)
Judge: May give instructions to the jury. Lawyers can create any opening statement he/she would like. Here's an example: Sample Opening Statement Your Honor, members of the jury, my name and I represent myself (crown or defendant) in this case. I intend to prove (charging or defending). These are the facts of the case: -provide
background information /review of the topic / issue (dates, key people, influence on society) - give perspective to the side that you claim you can appeal to the audience (Imagine ...) - the state implications of this issue on history (social, political, economic, military) - indicate the main arguments that you will present (for charging or
defending the Prime Minister) - offer some problems/questions to the opposition Today you will be presented with evidence and will hear the testimony of my witness - which will leave no doubt in your mind, please find the defendant in your mind. All witnesses are sworn in before you start answering questions. This is to remind them that
they must tell the truth. Baliff: Please raise your right hand. You swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth? The lawyer summons his witness to the court and asks clear and simple questions that allow the witness to tell his side/report of events in his/her own words. Witnesses can tell about the events of the story,
read quotes or statistics or give their personal opinion if appropriate (e.g. he or she was in charge or participated in the event/action in question). The witness should not guess or invent answers, just answer : I do not know and the lawyer can answer the question. Example Matters Could You Know Your Name and Position in Court
Please? Can you explain the events that happened on ...? What impact does the Prime Minister's decision have on Canada? Once your opposing lawyer has asked him/her questions to witness, now it's your turn. It is very important to ask questions of the opposing witness in order to plug holes in their case. Useful tips for examination
and cross-examination Keep your questions clear and concise. Have the witness tell the story. If the witness forgets important facts, you can ask questions of the witness to encourage him to give more information. Remember to always treat questions to the charge! Asking a witness to answer yes or no can be very during examination
and cross-examination. It may avoid yes, but..... and prove your argument easier Don't let the witness bully the lawyer. Remember that the lawyer is the only one allowed to ask questions and the witness must answer questions. During questioning, the attorney must ask questions of the witness, he or she is not entitled to testify in the
case (except in the opening or closing statements) Attorneys can create any opening statement he/she would like. Here's an example: An example of the closing statement of Your Honour, members of the jury, today I represent (the crown or defendant) in this case and intended to prove (prosecution or defense) I e. Let me remind you of
the key facts of this case presented in court today: - overwork the main questions, consequences and perspectives of the topic - overwork the main arguments today you also heard from my witness - who, I believe, left no doubt in your mind about -- highlight all the basic evidence used to prove the arguments, as well as testify-confirm the
main problems for the opposition arguments / Please find the defendant - please find the defendant . -end with quote/statistics or powerful statement Score 10 Oral Exam: Trials of Prime Ministers Sequence Order Side Time Opening Court -Law and Order of Music -The Bailiff introduces the judge and the case -The judge goes to court,
announcement rules procedure and setting the tone 1 minute Opening Statement Crown 1 minute on attorney / charge 3 minutes Opening Statement defense 1 minute on attorney / charge 3 minutes Direct interrogation (Witness) Crown 3 minutes on attorney / charge 9 minutes Cross-examination (Witness) Defense - 2 minutes on
attorney / charge 6 minutes Redirected (Witness) Crown 1 minute on the attorney charge / 3 Minutes on Lawyer/Charge 9 Minutes Cross-Examination (Witness) Crown - 2 Minutes on Attorney/Charge 6 Minutes Redirect (Witness) Defense 1 Minute on Lawyer/Charge 3 Minutes Direct Examination (PM) Defense 2 Minutes on Lawyer
/Charge 6 Minutes Direct Examination (PM) Crown 2 Minutes on Attorney/Charge 6 Minutes Closing Defense Statement 1 Minute On Lawyer/ 3 Minutes Closing Statement Crown 1 Minute on Attorney/Charge 3 Minutes Juror Discussion - Judge then excuse lawyers and witnesses in the case - Explaining questions from jurors - Jurors
sets a verdict for EACH CHARGE based on evidence presented during the trial. - Jurors present a verdict at the end of the class. 10 minutes 70 minutes During interrogation and cross-examination of witnesses, lawyers can object under the following conditions. Remember that when you object, you need to give a reason for the objection,
or the judge will not hear Objection. When can I object? Lead Witness/Witness Attorney gives testimony or testimony instead of asking open questions (attorney put words in the witness' mouth) Attorney pursues, abuse or insults witness issue or statement does not apply to any of the charges The witness or counsel states inaccurate
historical facts Counsel or witness takes too long thinking about questions / Answers Witness has no background knowledge / understanding to give a credible answer Witness refuses to answer questions; Witness insults or pursues attorney Advocate tries to give clues or answers to the witness at the stand (i.e. nodding or shaking his
head to hint at a yes or no answer; mouth words or answers to the witness on the stand, etc.) OVER-RULED - The judge disagrees with SUSTAINED's objection - the judge agrees with the objections Lawyers should have a one-sentence theme for their cases. Emotionally based topics often serve as anchors, creating impressions for
jurors who are delayed until the time of the verdict. Topics keep the jury's attention and help them organize information. Relying on a topic and hearing a story that includes a topic helps to make the information enjoyable and easier to understand. Lawyers must engage their audience during the trial, and effective topics combined with
interesting stories can combat jury boredom. Lawyers have a better chance later to convince jurors if jurors like their opening statements. For example, a lawyer can focus on self-defense based on a topic: This case involves a traumatic experience where a young lady has lost her life and a young man struggles to save it. Present your
topic immediately and attract the attention of the jury. For example: This case is about a man who harassed, harassed and threatened my client, Kelly Sanders, after she ended a romantic relationship with him. Ms Sanders has lived with the respondent for about three years and they have separated the two-year-old together. Ms Sanders
entered into a relationship with another child, who is now 6 years old. They broke up a few weeks ago because the respondent started drinking much more than usual, threatening her life, insulting her, and encouraging the children to join him. That's why we're here today, ladies and gentlemen of the jury. My name is Jack Gill, and I
represent Miss Sanders. In this trial, we ask that you grant her request for a civil protection order. Tell the story of the Themes and Narratives that make opening statements interesting and effective. The history of the case tells the jury what happened in chronological order, either from the plaintiff's point of view or from the defendant's
point of view. By giving an opening statement, the attorney must put his side in the best possible light and tell the story that will make the jury want to decide in her favor. Jurors often base their on the case of the impression received during the opening statement. Lawyers can contact the jury by telling a pleasant story. These stories are
compelling and embedded in the mind of the juror, when they make sense, is indicated in plain language, and have a beginning, middle and end. For example, tell the jury how they learn about the plaintiff's lack of knowledge. Tell them about how the plaintiff was not in the restaurant when the incident occurred. Explain that the evidence
will undermine the employee's testimony, and the jury will see that the employee acted professionally, as stated in the employment contract. Tell them what they will hear from other employees who were in the restaurant on the night in question and they put the action in context. Present people and evidence in the form of history and the
jury will sit on the edge of their seats in anticipation. In addition, metaphors and sensory language help attract jurors. Bright words such as noisy or steamy and words that describe activities such as dancing or singing activate feelings and make listeners feel as if they are actually involved in the experience. Jurors will be more involved if
they are called by language to become a participant in history. Gather the Facts Convincingly to present the facts in a manner that will contribute to your conclusion. If you want to convey that a person has fallen after the milk has spilled, submit the event by describing a puddle of milk on the floor, and immediately follow with a slip and fall.
Tell or if there is a connection between spill and fall, with the timing and sequence of the presentation. Let the facts speak for themselves. Bad Facts When You Should Allow Bad Facts? Do you talk about them in the opening if they are likely to come out in court? There are several options. You can address the bad facts in your discovery
to cut out the sting before they are raised by the opposing lawyer. You can submit all the questions in your opening for trust purposes. If the jury thinks you're willing to expose the problems with your case, you may seem more reliable. Another way to deal with harmful information is to wait until the information comes out. If a lawyer
exposes harmful information, it can tarnish the case and draw more attention to the information. The court will give counsel the opportunity to consider any charges that the other party will face. Counsel must essentially decide on a case-by-case basis whether bad facts should be entered. If the plaintiff's lawyer provided negative
information, it might not be necessary for the lawyer to re-present it in his opening statement. Make a connection with the jury- Don't read your opening Don't read the opening statement. Instead, practice several times and talk directly to the jury. Eye contact with the individual jurors shows that the lawyer believes in her case and is familiar
with the events. Sketching a case is more permissible if it's a sparing thing, but leave the script at home. Also, be friendly. Don't be afraid Conclusion Complete your discovery by telling the jury what you would like them to do at the end of the case: I just ask you to please keep an open mind about this case until you hear all the evidence. I
also ask you to reach a verdict of innocence for the defendant, Officer Dalley. Thank you for your attention. Finish with a confidently clear message and make sure that the jury understands your position on the facts of the case and their role for the rest of the trial. Open Statement Checklist to coax your topic right away in one sentence.
Tell the story of the case without argument. Convincingly order your facts in a sequence that supports your theme. Decide whether to solve the bad facts in the discovery or not. Don't read the opening statement. Practice, practice, practice. If necessary, bring a sketch. Ask the jury to rule in your favor. Favor. mock trial opening statement
example defense. mock trial opening statement prosecution example. mock trial opening statement example plaintiff
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